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We provide the first direct observation of ab-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface reconstruction. The
experiments are performed using high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Flat surfaces
having a long range order are grown. Individual Si dimers are identified and form a centered
pseudohexagonal pattern give acs4 3 2d array. Further support for Si-dimer identification is provided
by theoretical STM image calculations. The results suggest a model of dimer rows having alternatively
up and down dimers (AUDD) within the row, in an “undulating” type of arrangement reducing the
surface stress. Hence theb-SiCs100d- and Sis100d-cs4 3 2d surface reconstructions are very different.
[S0031-9007(96)02270-3]
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Cubic (b) silicon carbide (SiC), especially its (100) face
is expected to have a similar surface structure to those
elemental semiconductors (Si,Ge). However, unlike
(Ge),b-SiC is not a covalent semiconductor and, due to a
underlying C layer, its (100) face is a polar surface. Ther
fore the understanding ofb-SiC(100) surface is of major
interest, while it is challenging to compare similar surface
having non-polar-Si(100) or polar-b-SiC(100) characters.
In addition, due to the very large mismatch between Si a
b-SiC lattice parameters [1,2], Si atoms are “compresse
by ø20% on a Si-terminatedb-SiC(100) surface. This
very special situation cannot be reproduced on Si surfac
In this view, theb-SiC(100) is also a prototypical case es
pecially suitable to study surface stress effects. SiC is
advanced large band-gap IV-IV compound and refracto
semiconductor with hexagonal (a) and cubic (b) phases
[1,2]. Because of a unique combination of exception
properties, SiC is expected, within the next decade, to ch
lenge silicon in high temperature, high speed, high powe
and high voltage sensor and electronic devices [1]. Fu
thermore, SiC is one of the best biocompatible materia
especially with blood, while very interesting mechanica
properties makes this ceramic suitable for matrix compo
ites. These major technological interests are driving forc
behind the present rapid growth of fundamental investig
tions of SiC surfaces [2–9].

It was recently shown that SiC interface formation ver
much depends on the surface reconstruction [8]. S
surface structure knowledge, which is far from that of oth
semiconductors (Si, Ge or III-V), is a key issue to get dee
insights and control ofb-SiC(100) surfaces/interfaces
Depending on the surface composition (Si/C ratio), seve
reconstructions have been observed by low energy elect
diffraction (LEED) [2–9]. The observation of2 3 1
LEED patterns has induced a strong basic interest f
the b-SiC(100) surface, due to the expected analogy wi
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Si(100) [2,7]. The existence of another reconstructio
having the same Si/C ratio, thecs4 3 2d, has also been
proposed [2,4,5]. While the2 3 1 surface reconstruction
existence is believed to be well established, this is n
the case for thecs4 3 2d one, with a few reports only
[2,4,5]. Actually, theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d reconstruction
remains rather difficult to evidence, probably inhibited b
surface roughness or contamination as pointed out [2]. T
2 3 1 and cs4 3 2d reconstructions represent models o
an ideally Si-terminatedb-SiC(100) surface [2]. So far,
studies ofb-SiCs100d2 3 1 andcs4 3 2d structures were
based on nonreal space probes, with no scanning tunne
microscopy (STM) study.

In this Letter, we investigate the Si-terminatedb-
SiC(100) surface by high resolution STM. We provid
the first direct observation of ab-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d sur-
face reconstruction. The experimental data, together w
STM image calculations, suggest a model of Si-Si dim
rows having alternatively up and down dimers (AUDD
leading to reduced surface stress. Contrary to previo
belief, theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface structure differs
significantly from the Sis100d-cs4 3 2d reconstruction.

The experiments are performed at Laboratoire de Pho
physique Moléculaire, Université de Paris-Sud/Orsay u
ing an Omicron STM at working pressures better tha
5 3 10211 torr. We use single crystal, single domai
b-SiC thin films (1mm thick) prepared by C3H8 and
SiH4 chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth on vici-
nal (4±) Si(100) wafers. b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surfaces
are routinely obtained by annealing clean and well-order
b-SiCs100d3 3 2 surfaces at 1150±C [9]. This method
achieves very reproducible and clean surfaces as eviden
by sharp cs4 3 2d LEED patterns and independently
by specific spectral features in photoemission using sy
chrotron radiation [3,5]. All images are very reproducibl
and not tip dependent and recorded at room temperature
© 1997 The American Physical Society 907
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tunneling from the filled surface electronic states. Beca
of the b-SiC large band gap (2.3 eV), rather large b
(.2 V) are needed. Unlike theb-SiCs100d3 3 2 surface,
which exhibits high-quality STM images for both filled an
empty states [9], we are not able to obtain similar em
state STM images for thecs4 3 2d reconstruction. Even a
sample to tip bias up to16 V, the empty electronic state
probed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy show a
response.

We first look at a large400 3 400 Å topograph of
the b-SiC(100) surface (Fig. 1). The surface exhib
two flat large terraces having a long range order. T
main STM features are circular spots having a cente
pseudohexogonal arrangement. The height between
races is about 2.3 Å, corresponding to a double he
atomic step in agreement with single domain surface
observed forb-SiCs100d3 3 2 and Sis100d2 3 1 [9,10].
Also of special interest, one can see that, in contras
previous belief, theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface is flat
and of good quality, comparable to the correspond
Sis100d-cs4 3 2d surface [11]. In fact, due to very larg
mismatch (20%) between Si andb-SiC lattice parameter
and CVD growth method,b-SiC is expected to have
large defect density. Apparently, the preparation met
used here seems to reduce significantly their number.

To get the necessary insight into the surface struct
we look at the more detailed200 3 200 Å topograph
showing best the centered hexagon structure [Fig. 2
A close inspection of the distances between spots form
centered hexagons shows that they are not consistent
a “true” hexagonal arrangement. A zoom picture of su
“pseudohexagons” is given in Fig. 2(b). In agreement w
a centereds4 3 2d surface ordering, the measured ele
tronic distances between two spots along theXX 0 andYY 0

FIG. 1. b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface 400 Å 3 400 Å STM
topograph (filled electronic states). The sample bias wasVs 
23 V with a 0.2 nA tunneling current.
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axes are aboutx  11.40 Å and y  6.16 Å, very close
respectively, to4 3 a and2 3 a, “a” being the primitive
unit cell lattice parameter (3.08 Å) of the nonreconstruct
b-SiC(100) surface. Also, we can see areas [marksA,
Fig. 2(a)] showing a much smaller corrugation with cir
cular spots almost unresolved within a row. Interestingl
such regions are primarily located near higher defect de
sity areas and give a2 3 1-like periodicity.

Let us first emphasize that thecs4 3 2d recon-
struction model of anticorrelated asymmetric dime
surface established for Si(100) [11] is not suitab
for the b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface. In fact, the
Sis100d-cs4 3 2d STM topographs exhibit a honey-
comb pattern [11] unlike our observation (Figs.
and 2) of centered pseudohexagonal patterns for
cs4 3 2d-b-SiCs100d surface reconstruction.

In order to get deeper insights intob-SiCs100d-
cs4 3 2d surface structure, we plot height profiles alon
the XX 0 and YY 0 [Fig. 3(a)] axes that are of specia
interest. For theXX 0 axis, the profile clearly exhibits
two protuberances, a dominant one corresponding
spots clearly visible on the topograph and a smaller o

FIG. 2. (a) b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface 200 Å 3 200 Å
STM topograph (filled electronic states). Examples of ar
having lower corrugations are labeled A. The sample bi
was Vs  23 V with a 0.2 nA tunneling current. (b) Details
of an area showing the pseudohexagonal dimer array and
cs4 3 2d unit cell.
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FIG. 3. (a) Experimental height profiles alongXX 0 (top)
showing two components corresponding to up and do
dimers, andYY 0 (bottom) axis showing the component co
responding to up dimers. (b) Theoretical height profiles
various up/down dimer height differences alongXX 0 (top)
and YY 0 (bottom) axes calculated in a constant current mo
sI  0.2 nAd at the top of theb-SiC(100) valence band.

indicating the presence of similar features between two
these spots. These up and down structures are sepa
by 2 3 a alongXX 0. In contrast, a similar profile along
the YY 0 axis shows no such intermediate feature betw
two spots.

We now have to identify the origin of the circula
spots (Figs. 1 and 2), which are the major STM featur
First, one should remember that theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d
surface is Si terminated with a one monolayer (1 M
Si coverage [2–4]. The STM spots are too large
represent the print of a single Si atom, which wou
correspond to a very low surface coverage of1

4 ML, far
from the expected 1 ML [2,4]. Such spot shape a
size have been reported to account for a Si-Si dim
on the Sis100d2 3 1 surface [12]. A similar origin is,
therefore, likely here with spots assigned to Si dim
giving a 1

2 ML coverage only. However, theXX 0 axis
height profile [Fig. 3(a)] exhibits additional componen
between “dimers” suggesting additional dimers having
different print in the STM image and located at a low
level between “up dimers.” This gives a model in whi
the cs4 3 2d-b-SiCs100d surface reconstruction include
Si-Si dimers that are alternatively up and down within
row (YY 0 axis). Additional support for a model of AUDD
forming such rows could be found by looking at areas
(Fig. 2). The corrugation along these rows deteriora
in some areas of higher defect density (most comm
defects correspond to missing dimers) locally producin
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2 3 1-like surface cell. This feature likely results from
local disruption of the AUDD arrangement leading t
have all dimers at the same height. This further impli
the presence of down dimers.

In order to explore further such a model, we perfor
theoretical image calculations using the STM elastic-sc
tering quantum chemistry (STM-ESQC) method describ
in details elsewhere [13]. The bulk substrate and t
tip body are both modeled by a four layer semi-infini
repetition of a SiC(100) unit cell. Lateral cyclic boundar
conditions are used to avoid any distortion in the bu
band structures. In most of the present calculations,
unit cell includes eight atoms per layer. Only one S
atom forms the tip, since the experimental tips are sha
atomlike ended, and, generally, terminated by a Si ato
coming from the surface. The total valence electron
structure is taken into account for Si (3s and 3p orbitals)
and for C (2s and 2p orbitals), with extended Hückel
parameters [14]. We use calculated atomic positions w
a 2.73 Å Si-Si dimer length and a 1.08 Å dimer-surfac
distance [7], the down dimer being the only one allowe
to relax. We calculate constant current height profil
along theXX 0 and YY 0 axes [Fig. 3(b)] for various up
dimer, down dimer height differences atQ  1 ML (also
atQ 

1
2 ML for missing down dimers). Comparison with

experimental scans shows that the best agreement for b
XX 0 and YY 0 axes is reached for a height difference o
≠z  0.1 Å [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The calculated consta
current STM image for the later case is displayed
Fig. 4(a) and compared to the experimental topograph
Fig. 4(c). As can be seen, the agreement is excelle
White circular spots in a pseudohexagonalcs4 3 2d array
are clearly visible, just as the dark gray neck locat
between the circular spots along the dimer rows a
appearing in theXX 0 profile as the smaller “bump.” With
missing down dimers (Q 

1
2 ML), the calculated image

has the experimentalcs4 3 2d geometry, but this low
proturberance [Fig. 3(b)] has a calculated height which
too small (0.05 Å) to account for the experimentalXX 0

profile [Fig. 3(a)]. Anyway, a1
2 ML coverage giving such

a “neck” in the calculated STM image by orbital overla
is not consistent with experimental evidence ofQ  1 ML
[2,4]. Finally, our calculations indicate that the dow
dimer remains hidden to the STM tip if it has relax b
more than 0.1 Å below the up dimer.

Our present results support a picture in which S
terminated b-SiC(100) undergoes acs4 3 2d surface
reconstruction at least when a flat surface having a l
density of defects is prepared. A model in which S
dimers are found to form rows having alternatively u
and down dimers within a row (AUDD model) accoun
for the STM topographs. The smaller Si-Si distances f
b-SiC (220% when compare to Si) is very likely to be
the driving force in the formation ofcs4 3 2d surface
reconstruction. As a result, the AUDD arrangement ten
to reduce the surface stress by relaxing dimers up a
down. The proposed model is presented in Fig. 4(
909
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated STM image [same conditions as
Fig. 3(b)] for a coverageQ  1 ML and up and down
dimers separated by 0.1 Å. The corrugation is 0.27 Å fro
black to white. (b) Schematic of theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d
surface showing the alternating up and down dimers. T
nonreconstructed surface primitive lattice parameter is a
a0y

p
2, wherea0  4.36 Å is the b-SiC lattice constant. (c)

Experimental STM topograph. For the shake of comparis
with the calculated STM image [Fig. 4(a)], the contrast ha
been enhanced and the picture rotated by 42±.

which shows up and down dimers, the latter ones r
maining hidden to the STM tip. One should remark th
the situation observed here for theb-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d
surface is very different from the behavior of element
semiconductors as Sis100d-cs4 3 2d surface, where the
cs4 3 2d reconstruction occurs only at low temperature
and results in anticorrelated asymmetric dimer rows [11
As mentioned previously, the existence and occurren
of the b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface reconstruction are
difficult to detect by LEED and could be inhibited by
surface roughness and/or contamination [2]. Here w
routinely observe thecs4 3 2d surface reconstruction by
STM. Areas with higher defect densities leaving fe
2 3 1-like domains indicate that the2 3 1 b-SiC(100)
surface reconstruction seems to be driven by defec
The latter would compensate the surface stress, allow
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the down dimer to come in the same plane as the u
dimer. It suggests that the2 3 1 surface arrangement
probably results from a failedcs4 3 2d reconstruction,
which could be correlated to recentab initio calculations
questioning the existence of theb-SiCs100d2 3 1 surface
reconstruction [7].

In conclusion, we bring the first direct observation of
a b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d surface reconstruction. The STM
topographs are in excellent agreement with correspondin
STM image calculations. The results suggest a mode
of dimer rows having alternatively up and down dimers
(AUDD) within the row in an “undulating” type of
arrangement tending to reduce the surface stress. T
b-SiCs100d-cs4 3 2d structure is very different from the
well-known Sis100d-cs4 3 2d reconstruction. This work
brings novel and deep insights into the basic knowledg
of fundamentally and technologically important silicon
carbide surface atomic structure.
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